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Path finding strategies in scale-free networks
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We numerically investigate the scale-free network model of Baraba´si and Albert@A. L. Barabási and R.
Albert, Science286, 509 ~1999!# through the use of various path finding strategies. In real networks, global
network information is not accessible to each vertex, and the actual path connecting two vertices can some-
times be much longer than the shortest one. A generalized diameter depending on the actual path finding
strategy is introduced, and a simple strategy, which utilizes only local information on the connectivity, is
suggested and shown to yield small-world behavior: the diameterD of the network increases logarithmically
with the network sizeN, the same as is found with global strategy. If paths are sought at random,D;N0.5 is
found.
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Complex network systems are abundant in many di
plines of sciences: social networks composed of individu
interacting through social connections, the world-wide w
where vertices are documents and edges are hyperlink
other documents, genetic networks with genes or prote
connected by chemical interactions, economic networks,
so on @1#. Topological information on such complex ne
works is becoming more and more available through co
puter aided techniques, and there is growing interest in
investigation of properties of such networks.

In complex networks, two remote vertices~or nodes! can
be connected by many paths. Among those paths the le
of the shortest one usually defines the ‘‘distance’’ds( i , j )
between the two vertices (i , j ), and the diameterDs of the
network is defined to be either the maximum distanceDs
[maxds(i,j), or the average distanceDs[^ds( i , j )&. We note
that finding the shortest path between two vertices requ
global information on how all vertices are interconnecte
which is usually not accessible to vertices that constitute
network. From this, we suggest that the actual path find
strategy should be based only on local information a
should introduce the generalized distanced( i , j ) and diam-
eter D[^d( i , j )&, which depend on the actual path findin
strategy. In Ref.@2#, a local path finding strategy based o
geometric information was suggested and the delivery t
in Ref. @2# corresponds to our generalized distanced( i , j ).

A recent study of the scale-free networks has revealed
the small-world phenomenon~that two distinct vertices can
be connected by a remarkably small number of interven
vertices! emerges, i.e.,Ds; log10N with the network sizeN
@3#. However, only the shortest paths have been exam
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and the scaling behavior can in principle be very differen
a more realistic path finding strategy is used. In the exp
ment performed by Milgram@1,4# the person in Nebraska
could not know what the shortest connection was to sen
message to the final recipient in Boston, but only tried
deliver it to his/her directly connected~on a first-name basis!
friend who was supposed to be closer to the person targ
in Boston. Also, for the World-Wide Web~WWW!, although
two documents are just a few clicks away if the shortest p
is traced@3#, it does not necessarily guarantee that one
get the information easily; sometimes it is possible to
around long distances to access a document which turns
to be only a few clicks away from the starting docume
Consequently, the small-world phenomenon observed
scale-free networks through the use of the global path find
strategy still remains to be confirmed by use of a local st
egy. In this work we suggest several path finding strateg
and show that there indeed exists a very simple local stra
which results in the small-world phenomenon.

We first construct the scale-free networks following t
same method used in Ref.@5# by Baraba´si and Albert~BA!:
Starting with a small number (m0) of vertices~or nodes!, a
new vertex withm edges~or links! is added at each time ste
in such a way that the probabilityP i of being connected to
the existing vertexi is proportional to the connectivityki ~the
number of vertices directly connected toi ) of that vertex,
i.e., P i5(ki11)/S j (kj11) with summation over the whole
network at a given instant@6#. In Ref. @5#, it has been shown
that the above method of constructing networks, which
composed of ideas of growth and preferential attachm
results in the so-called scale-free networks, which sho
power-law behavior in the connectivity distribution. Onc
the BA model network is constructed, we seek a path t
connects two vertices in the network. At this stage, it is p
sible to apply various strategies; for example, in previo
studies @3#, the shortest paths have been considered,
ti-
©2002 The American Physical Society03-1
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searching of which requires global information on the int
connections. In real network systems like the WWW, t
social network, and epidemic spread, it is very unlikely th
each vertex has global information and thus one expects
each vertex has enough information only for its directly co
nected vertices. In other words, the strategy used when fi
ing paths that connect two vertices should be based only
local information not on global.

In this work we suggest three local strategies that one
use to find a path that connects two vertices:~i! the vertex
with the largest connectivity is tried first~maximum connec-
tivity first, MAX for short!, ~ii ! a vertex is chosen at random
~random choice, RND!, and ~iii ! the vertex with the larger
connectivity has the higher probability to be chosen~prefer-
ential choice, PRF!. We also compare the results with th
previously studied global strategy which seeks the shor
path ~SHT!. In the above experiment by Milgram, for ex
ample, the simplest and most intuitive~and quite efficient
indeed! strategy one can use is to first ask the friend who
more friends than others, which corresponds to the M
strategy in this work. In reality, it is possible that one do
not know who has more friends than others, but even in
case~s!he can try to first ask the friend whoseemsto have
more friends than others; this then has a close resemblan
PRF strategy. The most naive strategy~it is not a strategy as
a matter of fact! will be asking anyone~s!he sees first, which
corresponds to RND strategy.

Figures 1~a! and 1~b!, respectively, show a compariso
between SHT global strategy@7# and local MAX strategy
when the path from vertexp to vertexq is sought. In SHT,
we give the distance asd50 to vertexp @the first diagram in
Fig. 1~a!#, andd51 is given to all vertices which are directl
connected top @the second diagram in Fig. 1~a!#. Then the
strategy proceeds to fill all vertices withd52 from vertices
with d51, and thend53, and so on, untild values are given
to all vertices in the network. According to this SHT strate
thed value attached to vertexq is simply its distance fromp:
In the example shown in Fig. 1~a!, one hasd53 for the path
connectingp and q, denoted by the thick lines in the las

FIG. 1. Comparison of~a! SHT global strategy and~b! local
MAX strategy in finding a path connecting verticesp andq ~see the
text for details!. ~a! For SHT, the path-finding algorithm is simila
to pouring water into starting vertexp: water fills vertices with
distancesd11 one step after it fills vertices withd. ~b! For MAX,
one proceeds vertex by vertex by choosing the one with the lar
connectivity among directly connected vertices.
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diagram in Fig. 1~a!. It is clear that SHT determines th
shortest path lengths but by using global information. Fig
1~b! explains local MAX strategy: one starts at vertexp and
looks around its directly connected vertices to find whi
vertex has the largest connectivity. In Fig. 1~b!, four vertices
directly connected top have connectivities ofk51,2,2, and
3, respectively, and thus we proceed to the vertex withk
53 shown in the second diagram. This strategy proce
until one arrives at the vertex that is directly connected toq.
In the example in Fig. 1~b! for local MAX strategy, one has
the path denoted by the thick lines in the last diagram of F
1~b! with d53. The PRF strategy tries to proceed to t
vertex with probability proportional to the connectivity, i.e
P5ki /( j kj with summation over directly connected vertic
of i. In the above example in Fig. 1~b!, PRF connects to the
vertex with k53 @see the first diagram in Fig. 1~b!# with
probability P53/(1121213)53/8. Of course, RND con-
nects to a vertex at random at every stage in path findin

The BA model network in this work is constructed wit
m05m52 and the paths are found according to the abo
mentioned various strategies. If the path contains s
crossing loops, we remove them when distanced is com-
puted. Figures 2~a!–2~d! display the scaling behavior of th
generalized diameter of the scale-free network for the st
egies SHT, MAX, RND, and PRF, respectively. To get bet
statistics, the diameters were obtained from averages
many different network realizations. It is clearly shown th
although the diameter determined from local MAX strate
is a little bigger than that from SHT global strategy and bo
exhibit the same small-world phenomenon, i.e.,D; log10N
with network sizeN. On the other hand, RND strategy show
the power-law behaviorD;N0.5 @8#. Finally, PRF strategy
shows the scaling behavior, which fits well to power-lawD
;N0.34 @see Fig. 2~d!#. As expected, the scaling behavior
the generalized diameter of the network depends not only

st
FIG. 2. DiameterD of the scale-free network vs sizeN. ~a! The

shortest path~SHT! strategy, which requires global information o
interconnections, results inD; log10 N @3#. ~b! Local MAX strategy
also gives rise to the same behavior as global SHT strategyD
; log10 N, although theD is bigger than that of SHT.~c!,~d! Local
RND and PRF strategies are better described by the power
behaviorD;N0.51 and;N0.34, respectively. See the text for a de
scription of each strategy.
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 027103
the structure of the networks but also on the strategy use
path finding. It should also be noted that a very simple MA
strategy, based on local information instead of global,
result in the same small-world effect as global SHT strate
On the other hand, we are puzzled by the fact that PRF
MAX strategies show very different scaling behaviors
though both look quite similar. To compare both strategies
a more careful way, one can change the probability used
PRF, e.g.,P}ka with a.1, to suppress the probability o
the vertex with the lower connectivity being chosen.

For comparison, we also study the scaling behavior of
diameter of the small-world network model by Watts a
Strogatz~WS! @1#. In the WS model, each vertex is almo
equal to each other and there does not exist a gover
dominant vertex with very large connectivity. This featu
makes our local MAX and PRF strategies inefficient a
from numerical investigations we find that none of the lo
strategies tried in this work yields the small-world pheno
enon but givesD;Na with a'0.6 unanimously~we have
used the range of local connectionsK53 and the rewiring
probabilityP50.1; see Watts Strogatz’s works in Ref.@1# for
details of the model!. This is in a sharp contrast to the resu
from the SHT, which revealsD; log10N. From the above
observation, we conclude that the success of strategy M
for the BA model is due to the existence of the highly co
nected vertices, thus reflecting the scale-free nature of
network. It is of note that in Ref.@2# an efficient local path
finding strategy based on geometric information was s
gested for a two-dimensional small-world network mod
When the path from vertex A to target B is found, the str
egy first connects C which is closest to B in a geome
sense among the A’s directly connected vertices. We bel
that our local strategies in this work have some advant
when more abstract networks like the Internet and WWW
involved: In such networks vertices do not have coordina
and path finding strategies cannot use geometric informat

We finally examine the error and attack tolerance of
BA model ~see Ref.@9# for a study based on SHT strateg!
that is subjected to the various strategies. We first removeN8
vertices in the network either randomly~error! or starting
from the vertex with the highest connectivity~attack! @9#,
and then measure how many pairs of vertices are conne
by a given path finding strategy. More specifically, we pi
two vertices,p andq, and examine ifq can be connected to
p by the path finding strategy given. Since there are a tota
N(N21) possible choices for the pair (p,q) in a network of
size N, the ratio r of failed connections in Fig. 3 is the
defined as

r[
~number of failed connections!

N~N21!
. ~1!

The tolerance in this article is detected either byr in Eq. ~1!
or by the change in diameterD of the network. The former
should not depend on the strategy since the strategy ch
can only change the path lengths between vertices once
belong to the same cluster. As expected,r versus the failure
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fraction f [N8/N ~the ratio between the number of vertice
removed and the total number of vertices in the network! in
Fig. 3 shows the behavior independent of the strategy. T
robustness to the path finding strategy implies that the e
tolerance and the attack vulnerability found in Ref.@9# are
genuine topological characteristics of a scale-free netwo
Figures 4~a!–4~d! confirm the similar tolerance behavior re
flected in diameterD to errors and attacks for various stra
egies: SHT, MAX, RND, and PRF, respectively. For RN
strategy in Fig. 4~c!, it can be seen that removal of random
chosen vertices makesD smaller asf is increased from zero
this somewhat interesting behavior is due to the fact tha
RND path finding can be more efficient if unimportant co
nections are removed.

FIG. 3. Ratior of failed connections vs the vertex failure frac
tion f @5~number of vertices removed by errors or attacks!/~number
of vertices!#. The error tolerance and the attack vulnerability of t
scale-free networks do not depend on the path finding strategy.
network size,N51000, and more than 100 different network rea
izations were used to compute average values for each strateg

FIG. 4. Error tolerance and attack vulnerability reflected in t
diameter of the network for strategies~a! SHT, ~b! MAX, ~c! RND,
and ~d! PRF ~see the text for details!. All strategies show similar
behavior as implied by Fig. 3 except thatD decreases rather tha
increases for RND in the case of failures due to errors.N51000
and more than 100 different network realizations were used.
3-3
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 027103
In summary, we have investigated the possibility of t
small-world phenomenon in the scale-free network subjec
to several local strategies of path finding. It was found t
there is a very simple local strategy based on local conn
tivity information which leads to the scaling behaviorD
; log10N. The error tolerance and the attack vulnerabil
found previously by global strategy have been shown to
generic topological properties of scale-free networks, and
not depend on the path finding strategy.

Note added in proof. Recently we found that a simila
s
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e
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local search algorithm in networks with power-law conne
tivity distribution was studied in Ref.@10#.
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